*The authors reply below:
Sir, We thank Professor Taylor for his interest in our paper and his helpful comments. The purpose of our paper was to draw attention to and define a fairly common syndrome whose main feature is chest pain and which has a benign prognosis. Many of these patients are worried about the diagnosis and, as Professor Taylor points out, are subjected to extensive investigations.
Our suggestion that the syndrome is due to a thoracic disc lesion is no more than a hypothesis, just as is Professor Taylor's suggestion that it is linked with postural insufficiency. We are carrying out further studies on these patients and hope to present firmer evidence in support of our hypothesis in the near future. Sir, My article was a transcript of a short lecture at a Section of Pathology meeting; the data have been published in full elsewhere'. The main thrust of my work was simply to demonstrate proliferating cells that could account for the thickened synovial lining found in the rheumatoid condition. By its nature, the experimental design could not disclose the nature of the cells involved in the proliferation. However, I can expand upon the cell type and distribution. These cells appeared to be fibroblastic, but one must emphasize that it is all but impossible to identify cells lying underneath a heavy deposit of silver grains produced by the autoradiographic technique. At the shorter time point, the distribution of the cells was random throughout the deep stroma with no preference for perivascular locations. The possibility that the stem cells themselves could be derived from vascular endothelial cells, or some other cell type, that have migrated from the blood vessels early in the condition and have continued to divide, cannot be ruled out by my work. DAVID arrhythmias (PSVA)l. Of the 16 PSVA patients (males and females) with subnormal ATSH, 8 (50%),9 (56.2%), 15 (93.8%)and 15 had serum concentrations of TT4, TT3, FT4 and FT3, respectively, above the midrange value for the corresponding reference interval. We have observed a further 2 such patients recently (Table 1) .
Since Bruce et al. did not specify time of sampling, we cannot ascertain whether our higher prevalence of subnormal ATSH in AF (38.5% u. 16.7%) is due to our early time of sampling after the PSVA attack or to our selection of patients (Cardiology Unit u.
Department of Geriatrics and General Medicine).
It seems clear that thyroid hormones (TH)fluctuate in plasma within strictly individual limits of normality that tend to be narrower with advancing age. Since the pituitary and heart are the most sensitive target organs ofTH, some individuals may have a subnormal ATSH and arrhythmias in the presence ofTH levels that are 'normal' simply because the comparison is with a reference interval derived from a general population of different ages.
We propose the following practical approach to PSVA patients with an otherwise normal heart and no other signs of hyperthyroidism: (1)Measure free TH within hours of the PSVA attack (AF, PSVT). Premature beats appear not to deserve much attention (see footnote to Table 1 ). If days have elapsed since the attack, free TH levels or, when these cannot be assayed, total TH levels that are above the corresponding midrange value are strongly suggestive of the existence of occult thyrotoxicosis. (2) If circulating free TH levels are above the corresponding midrange value and nodules are not detected by accurate palpation, scintigraphy is unnecessary.
That both time and money would be saved (for both patients and hospitals) by using this strategy is exemplified by our 2 recent patients who consulted up to 4 physicians, spent a total of 41 days in hospital and underwent unnecessary cardiac procedures and treatments before being referred to us. atrial fibrillation (AF; n= 13/60); atrial flutter and premature beats (n=15/60, all of whom had normal thyroid tests) • Reported in parentheses is the number of patients with serum hormone levels above the upper limit of the normal range
